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AI and Energy

• Concrete tools: How Shaping Tomorrow answers the question

How can AI help?

• Goal of foresight crystal clear: Making better decisions today



Huge Challenge – The Challenge

The world will need to cut energy-related
carbon dioxide emissions by 60 percent by 2050 

- even as the population grows by more than two 

billion people

Bold Solution on the Horizon
The Renewable Energy Transition



Companies as pioneers
on energy themes, demand, supply, consumption

• Google will reach 100% RE for its global operations this year

• GE using AI to boost different forms of energy production and 
use tech-driven data reports to anticipate performance and 
maintenance needs around the world



BUT

…also the role of 

governments, 

cities and citizens

…NGOs, media…

new actors should 

be emphasised



• The transformation of the energy system aligns with 
the principles of a Peer-to-Peer Society. 

• Peer-to-peer practices are based on the active 
participation and self-organisation of citizens. Citizens 
share knowledge, skills, co-create, and form new peer 
groups. 

• Citizens will use their capabilities also to develop 
energy-related products and services

AI + Energy + Peer-to-Peer Society



Rethinking Concepts

Buildings as Power stations – global (economic) opportunity 
to construct buildings that generate, store and release solar 
energy (with beneficial environmental and social impacts)

…but also vehicles and people as power stations

…and energy-smart cities as self-sufficient organisms



Sense of Urgency

“The next decade will be critical to avoid the worst effects of 
climate change and resulting migration, and potential conflicts”

How AI could help in increasing renewable energy and promoting 
the RE transformation?



Electrification of Whole Society based on RE

• How AI could help in increasing RE-based electrification 

• AI: Computing capacity, early warning identification, 
interpretation of (big) data, optimisation

• Human-I: Control (?), Values, Final decisions



AI PHOBIA

• Narrow AI
• General AI
• Super AI

SuperAI would maximise 
its own success & wellbeing 
– ALERT
if it has no appreciation of human life, 
we’re in trouble!



JANUS FACE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

“AI could be the biggest event in the history of our 
civilization. Or the worst. We just don’t know”

Stephen Hawkings

Science News: Colliding black holes are reported for a fifth time
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THE RACE IS ON: WILD WEST/EAST OF AI

USA & China competing for global dominance…South Korea, 
Japan, Singapore…

EUROPE  emphasises

values and principles to ensure a human-centric and ethical 
development of AI

steering AI to augment rather than substitute humans

The Age of Artificial Intelligence – Towards a European Strategy for Human-Centric Machines” European 
Political Strategy Centre 2018



CHALLENGE TO KNOW AI

“By far the greatest danger of AI  is 

that people conclude too early 

that they understand it” 

Eliezer Yudkowsky



Centre for 
the Study of Existential Risk
Cambridge (est. 2012)
Jaan Tallinn, Huw Price, Martin Rees

AI not a technical issue 
but philosophical



What are the right questions?

Prof Huw Price
Bertrand Russel Professor in the Faculty of Philosophy, Cambridge

LEVERHULME CENTRE FOR FUTURE OF INTELLIGENCE  to gather highest competence from west to east



SINGULARITY as EXISTENTIAL BIFURCATION
…or “MULTIFURCATION”

• Technology Singularity

…may become a dystopia unless focus on

• Human Singularity

https://futureoflife.org/background/benefits-risks-of-artificial-intelligence/?cn-reloaded=1
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